Systeme –Author Guidelines
General Manuscript Requirements
First page of manuscript: For each author give professional degree/title, name and location of the
principal institutional affiliation, complete mailing address incl. e-mail, abstract and key words.
On the following pages please include continous text without any formatting.
A superior number at the appropriate place in the text should indicate the appearance of footnote. The
numbered list of footnotes should be located after the text on a separate page.
At the end of manuscript please include a complete reference listing and a short curriculum vitae of
each author.
The manuscript should not be longer than 20 pages (~50.000 letters).
Abstract
The abstract should include approximately 150 words and keywords at the end.
Tables/Figures
Use a seperate sheet of paper for each table/figure incl. subtitles and number at the end of the
manuscript. Indicate in the text where tables/figures are to be placed.
References in Text
Name of author, year of publication, without comma, in parentheses. For quotations (set off by
quotation marks) page number(s) must be provided. Up to 2 authors cite both, more than 2 authors cite
first author et al.
See following examples: Reiter (1983) wrote ..., It could be shown (Reiter 1983) ..., Further
investigations (Reiter u. Steiner 1992, Hinsch et al. 1993) ..., ...has been demonstrated." (Reiter 1983,
S.12)
Reference Listing
Alphabetize by surname; list all authors; spell out journal names; abbreviations for journals and
shortcuts (ibid., op.cit.) are not acceptable.
Books: surname(s) of author(s), initials, year of publication in parentheses, title, name of publisher,
location of publisher (e.g. Reiter L (1983) Gestörte Paarbeziehungen. Theoretische und empirische
Untersuchungen zur Ehepaardiagnostik. Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, Göttingen)
Articles in Edited Books: e.g.: Rittermann MK (1986) Exploring Relationships between Ericksonian
Hypnotherapy and Family Therapy. In: De Shazer S, Kral R (1986) Indirect Approaches in Therapy. Aspen
Publishers, Rockville/Maryland, S 35-47
Journals: e.g.: Luhmann N (1985) Die Autopoesis des Bewusstseins. Soziale Welt 36(4):402-446
Online-Text: e.g.: Holland N (1997) The Internet Regression. Online. Internet: http://www.rider.edu/

suler/psyciber/holland.html, 3.12.1999
Submission Precedure
Systeme uses a blind review system and sends each submitted manuscript to a panel of reviewers for
their careful reading and editorial suggestions.
Authors will be advised of the decision about their manuscripts as rapidly as possible. Manuscripts are
received with the understanding that they are not being submitted simultaneously to another
publication. Upon acceptance, the principal author will reciebe a copyright transfer form.
Copyright Transfer Form
Author(s) transfer copyritgt to ÖAS Eigenverlag and the journal systeme in printed and electronical form
incl. right of translation.
Author(s) may publish their article on their homepage with quotation of first published in systeme.
Please send your manuscripts, information, announcements, letters to the editors to systeme Redaktion
ÖAS Eigenverlag – systeme, Lacknergasse 77/1, 1180 Vienna, Austria E-Mail: systeme@oeas.at

